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Annotation: An Age-Old Tradition



Annotation: A Proven Learning 
Tool



Online reading poses problems



Social annotation helps solve them
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1. Annotation Then & Now



The Annotation

Ancient Ed-Tech

In context, In layers

Focused conversations

Additive to material

“Aristotle, Libri Naturales”, 13th Century
British Library



Web Standard
On Feb 23, 2017 the W3C formally standardized 
Web Annotations

w3.org/annotation

38 Active Working Group 
Members

CSS

Web Annotations Working Group*

HTML

Web CSV

*Formal votes of support in October 2014

http://w3.org/annotation


Annotation in the era of print
READ WRITE METHOD USE CASE

ALL SOME PUBLISHER LAYER Midrash, commentaries, critical editions, other 
curated supplements to primary text

ONE ONE PRIVATE ANNOTATION Personal marginalia, notetaking



Annotation on the open web
READ WRITE METHOD USE CASES

ALL ALL PUBLIC ANNOTATION Open learning & social conversation

ALL SOME PUBLISHER LAYER Midrash, commentaries, critical editions, 
other curated supplements to primary texts

SOME SOME PRIVATE ANNOTATION GROUP Educational classes, editorial review, 
affinity groups

ONE ONE PRIVATE PERSONAL 
ANNOTATION

Personal marginalia, notetaking

Open web annotation doesn’t just enable new kinds of annotation, it 
makes each of these methods possible on the same text at the same time.



General Public

UT Austin Bio 101

Expert
Community

Private
Notes

Built on Open Standards

Layers of Annotation

Any Website, Article, eBook, Document, Multimedia



2. Web Annotation 
     for Teaching & 
Learning



We have all seized the white perimeter as our own
and reached for a pen if only to show
we did not just laze in an armchair turning pages;
we pressed a thought into the wayside,
planted an impression along the verge.

– Billy Collins, “Marginalia” 



Online, a book can be a gathering place, a shared space 
where readers record their reactions and conversations. 
Those interactions ultimately become part of the book too, 
a kind of amplified marginalia.

– Jennifer Howard, “With 'Social Reading,' Books Become Places to Meet” (2012)

https://www.chronicle.com/article/Social-Reading-Projects/135908


I finally found a way to get students to 
read, and engage with one another about 
their reading, before class.

— Andrew Martin, Professor, Department of 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University 
of Colorado Boulder

Open web annotation makes reading visible



I want students to learn the profits and 
pleasures of careful, engaged reading. To 
cultivate this kind of reading and  learning 
online, I want tools that can deliver on the 
promise of digital annotation.

— Lawrence Hanley, English Professor, 
San Francisco State 

Open web annotation makes reading active



When I’m reading I sometimes wonder, 
‘Does anyone actually understand this? 
Am I crazy?’ With this tool I know I’m not 
alone.

— Shannon Griffiths, undergraduate 
student at Plymouth State University

Open web annotation makes reading social



Part of a broader conversation

Empowering students to act as 
knowledge producers within and 

beyond the classroom

Empowering substantive 
intellectual conversation and 

civic participation across the web



Open web annotation can 
be more than text on text



3

Steel’s 5 minutes

What can an annotation contain?

Importance of standards/interoperability

At left: Pressbooks page 
with rich annotations.

Open web annotations 
can theoretically contain 
any browser-supported 
web element. Examples: 

1. Images

2. Embedded video 
[iframe element]

3. External links

4. Embedded audio 
[HTML5 audio 
element]

For more: see Steel’s 
writing about adding 
interactivity to web 
annotations or his talk at 
iAnnotate 2018

1

3

4
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https://wisc.pb.unizin.org/objectivists/chapter/lorine-niedeckers-blackhawk-held/
https://medium.com/@steelwagstaff/adding-interactivity-to-web-annotation-8bfefb42af1e
https://medium.com/@steelwagstaff/adding-interactivity-to-web-annotation-8bfefb42af1e
https://medium.com/@steelwagstaff/adding-interactivity-to-web-annotation-8bfefb42af1e
https://youtu.be/niuVaF0dBFw
https://youtu.be/niuVaF0dBFw


3. Open Source + Open Web



Pressbooks



Pressbooks is “an online book publishing 
platform that makes it easy to generate 
clean, well-formatted books in multiple 
outputs. Pressbooks is built on WordPress 
and is open source.”

— Hugh McGuire, Pressbooks founder

https://pressbooks.org/


Pressbooks is a Network

● Each PB instance is a centrally-managed 
network (a WordPress multisite) which 
can contain an enormous number of 
separate “books.”

● Each “book” has a unique web address. 
Books on the same network can have 
different structures, appearances, 
copyright licenses, & permissions.

UW-Madison’s Pressbooks Instance

https://wisc.pb.unizin.org


What is a Pressbook?
Published books exist as standalone 
web texts featuring:

1. Title & descriptive information

2. Cover image

3. Download options

4. Table of contents

5. Additional licensing information 
& metadata [not shown]

21

4
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The Hypothesis Project



Non-profit

The Web works because, through standards, 
everyone can build on it—and no one owns it.  
The conversation over the web should be the 
same, and the organization behind it should be 
aligned with that outcome.



Our Team
100% dedicated to open annotation

1. Technology
2. Services
3. Adoption
4. Integrations
5. Partnerships
6. Use cases



Sign up for an Hypothesis account:

Visit http://hypothes.is/signup and confirm account via 
email.

https://hypothes.is/signup
https://hypothes.is/signup


Browser Extensions

Chrome extension and a bookmarklet (for other browsers)

https://hypothes.is/installing-the-chrome-extension/
https://hypothes.is/installing-the-bookmarklet/


Configure Hypothesis to appear on readings

LMS App with Single Sign On

https://web.hypothes.is/education/lms/


Select text to annotate



Reply to or share any annotation



Annotate together in groups



Search your notes



4. Annotation in the Classroom



Graduate students at New Mexico State annotating scholarly journal articles 





Peer review of student Tumblr blogs by classmates at St. Louis University



Students at Tufts annotating a text within the classics digital library Perseus 



Using the Hypothesis API the Tufts professor created a map of the text using students annotations



Hypothesis + Pressbooks
Hypothesis is available as a 
plugin within Pressbooks. 

It can be quickly configured to 
allow Hypothesis to be used in 
all or part of the book. [right]

Using the plugin means that all 
visitors to the site will be able 
to use Hypothesis within 
Pressbooks without having to 
install a browser extension.

Hypothesis Plugin Settings in Pressbooks

https://guide.pressbooks.com/chapter/hypothesis-for-webbook-annotation-comments/


Sample Pressbook + Hypothesis Activated



At left: Annotations in the 
‘publisher’ layer of a close 
reading activity made in 
Pressbooks and used in a 
French literature course. 
The image is of Averroes’ 
12th c. commentaries on 
Aristotle.

The public can view/use 
this layer, but only 
invited experts can write 
to it. This activity 
includes: 

1. Image

2. Audio commentary

3. Interactive quiz 
[H5P]
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Close Reading with Pressbooks + Hypothesis 

https://wisc.pb.unizin.org/frenchcscr/chapter/assignment-saint-thomas-daquin/
https://wisc.pb.unizin.org/frenchcscr/chapter/assignment-saint-thomas-daquin/
https://h5p.org/


5. Annotation Activity



We built a basic ‘poetry anthology’ in Pressbooks for use in today’s webinar:

● https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/blackhawkheld 

● https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/psalm/

● https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/a-travellers-song/

● https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/fragments-of-sappho/ 

If you’d prefer to create your annotations in a private group, we’ve created one 
for this activity here: 
https://hypothes.is/groups/nmoZZZ3y/oeweek-annotation-demo 

Follow one of these annotatable links:

https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/blackhawkheld
https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/psalm/
https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/a-travellers-song/
https://university.pressbooks.pub/annotation/chapter/fragments-of-sappho/
https://hypothes.is/groups/nmoZZZ3y/oeweek-annotation-demo


Create an annotation

Select text and click “Annotate”



Add links, images, & rich text [L] and tags [R]



Edit or delete your annotation



Reply to an annotation



Share an annotation



Continue the Conversation


